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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a data visualization platform designed to
support theNatural Language Processing (NLP) scholar to study and
analyze different corpora collected with the purpose to understand
the hate speech phenomenon in social media.

The project started with the creation of a corpus which collects
tweets addressed to specific groups of ethnic minorities considered
very controversial in the Italian public debate. Each tweet has been
manually tagged with a series of attributes in order to capture the
different features used to characterize the hate speech phenomenon.
This corpus is mainly built to be used for training an automatic
classifier and helping us in its testing and validation, before being
it adopted to detect tweets targeted as hate speech on larger scale
datasets. As opposed as many other traditional machine learning
tasks, to build a good classifier achieving high scores in terms of
accuracy is very challenging in such scenario, because of the intrin-
sic ambiguity of the language, the lack of a proper and explicable
context in social media, and the attitude of on line users of being
sarcastic and ironical. Therefore, in order to properly validate an
effective feature selection process, correlations between selected
attributes must be studied and analyzed. This motivated us to build
an interactive platform to explore data in our corpora across the
dimensions that have been used to characterize collected tweets.

In our paper, after a brief introduction of the hate speech dataset,
we will show how the dashboard can fit into the NLP pipeline,
and how its architecture can be structured. Finally, we will present
some of the challenges we have faced to visualize data with spatial,
temporal and numerical attributes.
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INTRODUCTION
The political and social debate has nowadays been largely shifted
to the Web, especially in social media. Politicians have found a
new way to communicate directly with the citizens; journalists and
scholars can monitor news spreading and opinion formation almost
in real time; citizens have the opportunity of being more engaged
in the debate and of being able to express their own ideas directly
to the actors involved in the decisional processes.

When we focus in particular on the many opportunities that
are available to scientists, data streaming from social media is a
powerful source to detect trends and opinion shifts among citizens
and also a testbed to validate social science theories. For example,
using data from social media, scholars have tried to predict electoral
results [9] and the stock market [1] as well as to compare tradi-
tional polls with the preferences expressed on line by citizens [7].
De Choudhury et al. [5] have instead tried to predict tendency to
depression on the basis of tweets from selected individuals.

This kind of data can be very valuable, but we must also stress
that other scholars have underlined the limitations of approaches
that try to predict with absolute certainty the opinion of citizens
expressed through Twitter [2, 4]. It is also important, in drawing
conclusions through the analysis of data collected from social media,
to consider various limitations arising, for example, from the spread
of social media in particular countries or regions.
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Hate speech is considered today a phenomenon to be studied
with particular attention, because of the availability of user gen-
erated content and the implications in the digital society, where
the interplay between opinions formed and expressed on line and
actions that individuals may decide to adopt on and off line can
escalate extremely quickly. This may trigger cascade and feedback
effects that are highly valuable for marketing, but that can also be
difficult to stop when the gossip is unwanted or even dangerous.
Moreover, the predictability of viral phenomena is still an hard
scientific problem to be handled, and this may cause many different
uncontrollable scenarios.

With the advent of new forms of communication and the social
media revolution, hate speech is likely to have changed its charac-
teristics and ways to be expressed. The motivations can be many,
but among them, the feeling of a presumed anonymity that users
have in social media, can be taken into account.

An important debate is currently ongoing with policy makers
that are trying to support the principle that hate speech on line
should be stopped or fought because of its uncontrollability; on
the other side, some others discuss that the phenomenon must be
considered as an instance of the many different manifestations of
free speech, and that any attempt to stop hate speech is indeed an
act of repression that must be condemned and avoided.

We think that there is still a lack of understanding of the phe-
nomenon itself, and that a lot of efforts must be devoted to develop
new automatic tools to analyze and to detect hate speech among the
many other different figurative expressions that arise from social
media. A way to understand hate speech could be to quantify and
qualify it by studying its temporal evolution, the hypes correspond-
ing to some specific events or targets, and the correlations between
different attributes that characterize the phenomenon. The huge
availability of data could be an important tool to perform extensive
analyses, but before that such large scale studies will be considered
reliable, we need to trust a new generation of classifiers whose
accuracy on big corpora must be at least as good as the manual
annotation performed by human beings.

In this paper we present a data visualization platform designed to
support the NLP scholar to study and analyze different corpora col-
lected with the purpose to understand the hate speech phenomenon
in social media.

The project started with the creation of a corpus which collects
tweets addressed to specific groups of ethnic minorities considered
very controversial in the Italian public debate. Each tweet has been
manually tagged with a series of attributes in order to capture the
different features used to characterize hate speech [10]. The main
purpose of this corpus is to be used as a training set for learning
an automatic classifier. In a forthcoming phase of the project, this
classifier will be tested and validated before being adopted to detect
tweets targeted as hate speech on larger scale datasets.

As opposed as many other traditional machine learning tasks, to
build a good classifier achieving high scores in terms of accuracy
is very challenging in such scenario [11], because of the intrinsic
ambiguity of the language, the lack of a proper and explicable
context in social media, and the attitude of on line users of being
sarcastic and ironical. Therefore, in order to properly validate an
effective feature selection process, correlations between selected
attributes must be studied and deeply understood. This motivated

us to build an interactive platform to explore data in our corpora
across the dimensions that have been used to characterize collected
tweets.

In the following sections, after an overview of related work and
a brief introduction of the dataset, we will show how our dashboard
can fit into the NLP pipeline, and how its architecture is structured.
Finally, we will present some of the challenges we faced to visualize
data with spatial, temporal and numerical attributes.

RELATEDWORK
As observed bymany experts of the field (Marti Hearts, Stephen Few,
Isabel Meirelles, to cite just a few), the main difficulty of visualizing
nominal or categorical data graphically is that there is neither an
obvious nor an objective way to quantify such information. Texts,
naturally represented by means of lexical, syntactic, and semantic
transformations, are communication devices of a categorical nature,
and they have no inherent ordering, lacking of a formal well defined
structure, and suffering of high dimensionality.

Nevertheless, many different attempts have been made to de-
velop textual data visualizations methodologies, in order to support
computational linguistic scholars, or to give users a more intuitive
way to navigate through their own emails, files, and generic textual
information.

As pointed out by Isabel Meirelles in [6], the awareness of the
difficulty of representing graphically textual information can be
dated back to surprisingly ancient times. The Codex of St. Peter, XIV
century, and any other attempts to deliver a visual interpretation
of the bible to illiterate believers, is an evidence of this effort.

Generally speaking, we can classify textual data visualizations
in three different types: (i) visualization of connections among enti-
ties within and across documents in a corpus; (ii) visualization of
document concordances and word frequencies; and (iii) visualization
of relationships between words when used in given languages and
lexical ontologies.

As an example of the first type, Stephen Few’s “on the Origin of
the Species: The Preservation of Favoured Traces” visualization1
allows to detect the different edits in the several revisions of Charles
Darwin’s “The Origin of the Species”, since the first version pub-
lished in 1859. The original interactive version was designed to
serve exploratory and teaching purposes, and users were able to
see changes at both the macro level, and word-by-word. This idea
constitutes a formidable tool for text mining, that enables the users
to follow the evolution of scientific ideas during the lifetime of the
scientist himself.

Google, over the years, delivered a number of services that can
be presented as instances of the second type of textual data visu-
alization tools: Google Trends, Google Correlate, and Google Ngram
Viewer are widely accessible to everyone who wants to perform
some kind of literature analysis. These services have become fun-
damental tools to understand how the language evolved by means
of word frequencies and concordances within a huge collection of
digitalized books, originally written across centuries.

Visualizations of the above mentioned third type usually provide
tools for literacy and citation analysis; e.g., PhraseNet [13], Word

1https://fathom.info/traces/
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Tree [16], Web Seer 2, and Themail [14] introduced many different
ways to generate visual overviews of unstructured texts. Many of
these projects were connected to ManyEyes, that was launched in
2007 by Fernanda B. Viégas, Martin Wattenberg, and al. [15] at IBM,
and closed in 2015 to be included in IBM Analytics. ManyEyes rep-
resented probably a step forward in the exploitation of relationships
among different artworks: it was designed as a web site where peo-
ple could upload their data, to create interactive visualizations, and
to establish conversations with other authors. The ambitious goal
was to create a social style of data analysis so that visualizations
can be tools to create collaboration and carry on discussions.

Another visualization that should be cited here is Moritz Ste-
faner’s Revisit 3. Revisit has some similarities with the purpose of
our project, although it serves a very different purpose. Its main
task is to provide a real-time visualization of tweets around a spe-
cific topic. We also focus on some given topics (namely targets,
see following sections), even if we are not interested on real-time
displaying; in fact, Revisit has been designed to create Twitter walls
at conferences or other environment. However, differently to other
Twitter stream tools, it focuses on temporal dynamics in the stream.
We also want to focus on temporal dynamics presenting an in-
teractive time line to let our users look for hypes contrasting a
white-noise of continuous adoption of hate speech under different
conversational scenarios. Such hypes may be caused by external
events that trigger on line discussions between polarized social
media communities. One of the goal of our platform is to look for
evidences of these (probably not linear) cause-effect relationships
on topics targeted by the scholar that created the tweets’ corpora.

Finally, an important source of inspiration is the Bubble Chart
introduced by the visualization pioneer Hans Rosling and his Gap-
minder foundation4. Bubble Charts are largely used today to look
for patterns within different sources of numerical information made
of many dimensions, some of which can be categorical. The chal-
lenge is to adopt this widely adopted visualization paradigm when
visualizing textual information aggregated in terms of targets. Our
proposal is described in the following sections.

DATA MODEL
Our platform is tailored to deal with a specific data model that
has been adopted. Such model is in line with the semantic scheme
designed and applied recently in developing a set of Italian corpora
of tweets, created with the aim to build a pool of reference datasets
on different targets of hate for an automatic system of hate speech
monitoring 5. At the moment the efforts where devoted to develop a
first corpus annotated for hate speech against immigrants [10], but
also other corpora focusing on the identification of other targets
of hate and abusive behavior are currently under development.
This is the reason we decided to implement this data visualization
dashboard, that will be suitable to explore also the other datasets
that will be produced in the future. The first corpus that motivated
the design of our interactive platform is described in detail in [8, 10]
and is composed of a list of tweets manually annotated by a pool of
expert annotators and by CrowdFlower contributors. All the tweets
2http://hint.fm/seer/
3http://truth-and-beauty.net/projects/revisit/
4https://www.gapminder.org
5http://hatespeech.di.unito.it

of the corpus refer to three different targets polarizing the Italian
public debate about the migration phenomenon.

The corpus consists of about 6,000 annotated tweets, and has
been created as a selection of the Italian tweets posted by Twitter
users from October 1st, 2016 to April 25th, 2017 and streamed down
via official APIs. The overall dataset was filtered by the presence
of keywords referring to one of the selected targets: Ethnic Group,
Religion, and Roma. From this dataset we randomly selected a
subset to be annotated. A detailed description of the entire pipeline
of the data collection and annotation can be found in [8, 10].

As previously mentioned, tweets have been tagged with specific
attributes to describe the facets of the hate speech. The various
attributes, their value domain and a brief description are listed
below:

• target: [Roma, Ethnic Group, Religion] the target towards
which the tweet is directed;

• hate speech: [yes, no] a boolean value that identifies the
presence of hate speech within the tweet;

• intensity: [0, 1, 2, 3, 4] it can be higher than 0 only if hate
speech occurs to shows its intensity;

• offensiveness: [no, weak, strong] it describes the degree of
offensiveness of the message; like the remaining attributes,
offensiveness may occur even if hate speech doesn’t;

• aggressiveness: [no, weak, strong] it identifies the degree
of aggressiveness of the tweet;

• irony: [yes, no] it shows if a figurative use of language
occurs in the message;

• stereotype: [yes, no] it identifies the presence of stereotyp-
ing within the tweet.

Figure 1: Example: the tweet above, whose target is ’Roma’
is part of the corpus.

Fig. 1 shows one tweet in the corpus, that can be translated as
it follows: “#QuintaColonna but if it is common knowledge that
Roma, Gypsies, come to ITALY to steal, why do they make them
talk? A little hole in the forehead and we’re good.”. The hashtag
#QuintaColonna refers to a popular talk show in Italy.

After the annotation process, the tweet is associated with a series
of tags and it appears as reported in Table 1.

It is illustrative to recall that hate speech is indeed a speech,
gesture, writing, or display that incites violence or prejudicial action
against a person or a group on the basis of attributes such as race,
religion or ethnic origin. This means that the tweet reported in
Fig. 1 contains hate speech because of the explicit call for violence.
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Table 1: Attributes’ values, after the annotation process, characterizing tweet in Fig. 1. The id field can be used to get the
original tweet using Twitter API, if it is still available.

id target hate speech intensity offensiveness aggressiveness irony stereotype

# Roma yes 3 strong strong yes yes

Figure 2: Example: the tweet above contains a violent mes-
sage, but cannot be annotated as hate speech.

On the contrary, tweet shown in Fig. 2 cannot be annotated as ‘hate
speech’, although the presence of negative anti-Roma stereotypes
can be identified. For the sake of completeness, the annotation of
this tweet is reported in Table 2.

The complete resource is going to be made freely available and
accessible for non-commercial use by the end of 20186.

As a side note, we completed the dataset adding to every single
annotated tweet two other attributes, namely the date when the
tweet was created and posted on line, and the geographic location
of the user’s device at the moment of writing (even if the latter
information is not always available). This allows us to explore data
at different spatial and temporal granularities, for example aggre-
gating annotated tweets by day, week, or month, or by geographical
region.

THE DASHBOARD
In this section we introduce the dashboard designed for exploring
corpora adopting the annotation schema described above. Our plat-
form is aweb application implemented on top of amongodb/node.js/
express.js stack, using d3.js as the main visualization front end li-
brary. It allows the exploration of all the annotated tweets in the
corpus stored in back end, and it follows the popular interactive
pattern known as the Shneiderman’s mantra [12]: Overview first,
zoom and filter, details on demand. There are basically three views
that return different levels of details on data, that are shown in
Figures 3, 4, and 5. The different views will be described later on.

Introduction to the dashboard
As discussed in the related work section, the visualization of nom-
inal and categorical data, particularly of textual ones, is a topic
raising an increasing interest. Moreover, the higher computational
power of computers is allowing better performance of NLP and
data analysis techniques.

6 https://github.com/msang/hate-speech-corpus

After applying some basic transformations to a corpus, it may
be useful to visualize the obtained annotated dataset to facilitate
the search for patterns, outliers or correlations between attributes:
quantification can be an easier task when applied to discrete at-
tributes than directly to the original texts where they are involved.

The dataset obtained from the application of NLP functions can
be characterized by a large number of attributes and may show dif-
ferent and complex facets. Furthermore, these attributes can belong
to many different domains, making the task of feature selection
for an automatic classifier also more complicated. In this situation,
data visualization can be of great help as a support for the scholar.

A dashboard can be useful before and after the training phase:
(i) a scholar can visually interact with the annotated tweets to
better understand the information included in the corpus that will
be used as training and test set for a classifier; (ii) after that such
automatic classification task has been validated and proven to be
effective, its execution on large scale corpora can help the NLP
scientist to get rid of manual annotation of tweets. In this second
and forthcoming domain, an interactive data visualization platform
will become a powerful tool for the actual analysis of the hate
speech phenomenon. When an analysis on large scale datasets will
be feasible and reliable, other sources of data can be integrated
to the already available streams, and more computational social
science research questions would be addressable.

Both these uses of the dashboard require the exploration of the
data and in the next section we will understand more in detail what
are the tools provided for this purpose, even if the lack of a fully
reliable automatic classifier restricts the use cases domain to the
first scenario we described in the previous paragraph.

From now on, tweets have temporal attributes (the creation date),
geographical attributes (only for a small portion of the dataset), nu-
merical attributes (the intensity attribute) and categorical attributes
(for example aggressiveness can assume the values no, weak and
strong).

However, both numerical and nominal attributes can be con-
verted to discrete domains, and their values can therefore be repre-
sented in scales.

Tools provided
For the exploration of the dataset, we wanted to show the temporal
evolution of the attributes in the clearest and most effective way
possible. In addition to this, the dashboard provides various tools
that should facilitate the following operations:

• search for correlations between the various attributes used
to label tweets

• geographic analysis on several levels of detail
• the search for correlations between the increase in the num-
ber of tweets related to the targets of interest or an increase
in the values of hate speech and news events.
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Table 2: Attributes’ values, after the annotation of the tweet in Fig. 2. Observe that in this example we do not have hate speech,
despite the presence of aggressiveness and offensiveness.

id target hate speech intensity offensiveness aggressiveness irony stereotype

# Roma no 0 weak weak no yes

Figure 3: Main page

It is very important to keep in mind that the choice of sources,
from which to extract the data to be displayed7, can undoubtedly
be very influential in the considerations that can be inferred by
exploring the dashboard.

It is also important to specify that, using the functions provided
by the dashboard, we could draw incorrect conclusions due to what
could be called background noise. This limit will be exceeded when
we will be able to compare the hate speech data related to our
targets with data related to at least another hot topic of totally
different nature.

We could perhaps be impressed by a percentage of hate speech
of 15% in tweets aimed at a particular target, but maybe that per-
centage is the same that we would find for any other topic, from
city traffic to too long periods of rain, in the same time period of
the same geographical regions.

For these reasons we left a high level of interactivity to our
platform. Users can select which attributes to compare each other
using “bubble charts”-like diagrams (Fig. 3), and also focus on a
particular day or time period, as well as switching to a geographical
map to better observe where the majority of tweets containing hate

7The case of the corpus we currently use, that is based on Twitter, not necessarily
reflects other possible behavioral patterns.

speech are aggregated, without neglecting to observe the dynamic
nature of these phenomena.

Users
Because of the two purposes we imagined for the dashboard, the
users can be multiple. On the one hand a data analyst or an NLP
expert can use the dashboard as a support for his/her work. On the
other hand a data journalist can explore the annotated tweets in
the corpus to estimate the impact on social media debates of some
particular news event.

Once the platform will be completed, it will be freely accessible
on line via the Web; it could also be used as a tool to raise in users
the awareness of the hate speech phenomenon, for example in
schools, but also to know its extent and virality. This is one of the
reasons that led us to implement the dashboard exclusively with
Web technologies and open standards8 so as to make it executable
in a simple browser window.

The dashboard in detail
Below we will present in detail the implementation choices adopted
for the dashboard. The main page of the dashboard allows us a

8The visualizations are all made with the d3.js JavaScript library [3].
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Figure 4: Main page. All targets are represented as circles

Figure 5: Map page

temporal analysis of the total number of tweets and the average
value for each attribute.

On the other hand, the map page allows us a combined temporal
and geographic analysis taking into consideration only a subset of
the dataset, that of geo-referenced tweets.
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All the examples of the dashboard shown in this paper are created
using a random generated dataset based on the previously presented
data model.

Overview page. At the bottom of the main screen (Fig. 3), there
is a time slider through which the user can browse the dataset by
selecting a day, a month or a year. In the central part, we have a
visualization containing an overview of the aggregated data that
will be updated according to the temporal selection done by the
user. The temporal slider, moreover, shows, in the form of a line
chart, the total number of tweets of the selected month (in relation
to all the aggregate targets) giving context without losing focus.

The bubble (or circle, from now on) diagram representing the
overall corpus is placed in a (x ,y) space. Each axis can be associ-
ated to one of the attributes used to characterize each tweets. This
means that position, area, and arc of the circle are used to represent
different attributes’ values.

The hate speech, irony, and stereotype attributes have boolean
values, so we grouped them together (group A). Attributes offen-
siveness and aggressiveness have the same domain values (i.e., no,
weak, strong) and as a consequence it makes sense if they are se-
lectable from a different set (group B). Attributes in group A can be
selected and then displayed along the x axis as well as attributes
in group B are representable on the y axis (Fig. 3). Obviously each
axis represents only one attribute at a time, but the user will be
able to customize the viz by changing the attribute to be displayed
for each axis. Hence, (x ,y) position can help to compare the value
of one attribute in group A with the value of another attribute in
group B.

The last attribute used to characterize tweets in our corpora is
intensity, and the length of the arc is calculated in function of the
values of the tweets along this dimension.

This viz is designed to give a general view about hate speech
and the total number of tweets to allow us to look for possible
correlations between different attributes, or even significan outliers.
For example, the position of the circle inside the Cartesian axes
is calculated considering the average values of hate speech and
aggressiveness occurring in the day which has been selected in the
time slider. These values, in Fig. 3, refer to all our dataset targets
aggregated in a single circle. Aggregating the targets in a single
circle let us to evaluate the average attributes in a given period to
address all the targets of the dataset. The circle is also surrounded
by a donut chart which shows the average intensity level in the
selected day (the length the arc mentioned above).

A radar plot on the right of the main page can help to compare
the values of all the attributes in one shot (see Fig. 6).

The area of the circle is instead calculated in function of the
number of tweets considered in the selected time period.

Double-clicking on the circle, we can also expand the aggregate
representation to analyze the individual targets (example in Fig. 4).
The line chart get expanded as well and it shows the total number
of tweets for each target.

Fisheye effect applied to the axis values allows us to reduce the
circles over plotting in the Cartesian plane, as we can see in figure4.

By clicking on a circle, a contextual menu appears and it lets us to
open a sidebar on the right with the details about all the attributes
of the selected circle. In the right sidebar in Fig. 4 there are three

Figure 6: It is possible to compare all the attributes’ values of
the tweets referring to all targets considered in the corpus.

radar charts that show a more general view on all the attributes for
each target.

The Map View. We can switch to the map view to allow the users
to further aggregate the data; in fact, in addition to the date of
creation of the tweets, we can focus on messages that have been
also geo-referenced. In the choropleth map in the Fig. 5, the user
can display one of the attributes of the dataset, keeping a view on
the average values of the other attributes relating to the selected
provinces (on the right side of the map). As in the main page, it is
possible to view all the targets as a single aggregate target or to
analyze them individually.

Since the attributes are displayed as a percentage, we decided to
visualize the total number of tweets classified (together with the
number of inhabitants) for the selected provinces.

Figure 7: We can visualize the contents of some geo-
referenced tweets.

It is also possible to display in the map, for a small portion of
the dataset, some geo-referenced tweets and show the contents as
shown in Fig. 7.

At a finer granularity, we can also select a single tweet and
analyze it individually. For example, radar plots comparing visually
attributes values of tweets shown in Fig. 1 and 2 are displayed in
Fig. 8 and 9.
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Figure 8: Radar plot representing tweet displayed in Fig. 1

Figure 9: Radar plot representing tweet displayed in Fig. 2

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a data viz platform to support the re-
search of a data analyst as well as the work of a data journalist
whose objective is to study, analyze, and understand the hate speech
phenomenon. The dashboard is highly interactive, and we solved
the problem of dealing with unstructured data, such as textual ones,
just dealing with attributes used to annotate the corpus. These at-
tributes were converted to quantities; as a consequences, bubble
charts, cloropleth maps, line and radar plots, and other traditional
graphical tools were used to let the user explore complex corpora
containing evidence of hate speech.
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